BUILDING ON A SOLID FOUNDATION
Architectural Modeling Firm
Enhances Competitiveness
with Objet 3D Printer
“The speed with which we can deliver highly
accurate architectural models with the Objet 3D
Printer has had a great impact on our business.”
— Yang Ho Park,
Modelzium

3D printing has improved the accuracy and reduced the cost of
Modelzium’s architectural models.

Background

At a Glance
Challenges

The Challenge
Traditionally, Modelzium used manual techniques and CNC machines to produce
architectural models. However, this process required painful compromises. “We

• Build complex architectural models with
• Overcome slow manual modeling
process

Solution

• The Objet Eden350 3D Printer

greater use of non-geometrical shapes with irregular contours. Modelzium realized
that manual modeling techniques aren’t scalable and were limiting its growth.
The Solution
Modelzium decided to purchase the Objet Eden350TM 3D Printer. “We were
models,” Yang Ho said. “The price was also quite attractive.”
The Value
“The operation of the 3D printer is so easy and convenient that we use it for all jobs,
including parts that can be easily done by hand,” Yang Ho said. “In the past we had
to rely on skilled CNC engineers but now all our staff can use the 3D printer with
very little training.”
The company estimates it has cut its model production costs by 30 to 50 percent.
The Objet 3D Printer has also improved model accuracy and detail. Yang Ho

Results

• Delivery time reduced by 30 to
50 percent
• Production cost reduced by 30 to
50 percent
• No more compromises on model
accuracy or details
•
employee training
• Can bid on and win complex
architectural projects

Modelzium builds architectural models
with an Object Eden350 3D printer

Objet 3D printer was instrumental in
winning project to design safari zoo

The ability to produce highly detailed
models a provides competitive edge.
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